
Innovation in 
Ageing Challenge



Purpose of today
Support great 
applications



We exist to build social and economic 
prosperity across Australia

Disrupting 
Disadvantage

Redesigning 
Ageing

Activating 
Social Health

Furthering Self 
Determination



Redesigning Ageing



Weavers



Mindset for Life

Mindset 
for Life



HOWSE
Shared Equity



Innovation
Some key principles



Innovation
= better outcomes
= more attractive
= more effective
= more sustainable



Four Stages of innovation:

What’s the 
opportunity?

What’s the 
solution?

Does the 
solution work?

How do we 
maximise 
impact?



The best innovations 
come from working 
alongside the people 
who face the very 
challenges we’re 
trying to solve.



Innovation 
is testing 
assumptions

Frame
Assumptions

Test 
Assumptions

In the office

Out of the office



Prototyping 
Accelerates
Learning

Pilot
One loop

Prototype
Many  loops



Innovation Challenge
How it works



Key stages

Power-upApply PrizePitch Support



Primary focus is learning. 

You receive funds to give you space and 
resource to do the learning. 

Coaching and mentoring over 12 months from 
innovation practitioners aimed at accelerating 
your learning.

Opportunity to connect and learn with others 
on a similar journey.

What’s Different











Innovation Challenge
Selection Criteria



Are you addressing problems that matter to 
Older Victorians? 

Will tackling these problems contribute to 
Equity Trustee’s theory of change for ageing 
well?

Worthy Problem

Selection Criteria



How will your project create change?

What is significantly different or better about 
your idea?

Believable and 
different idea

Selection Criteria



Who is this for and what do you know about 
people’s needs and desires? 

What do you still need to learn about their 
needs and wants?

What would you like test about your idea? 

What’s uncertain in your theory of change?

Open to learning

Selection Criteria



Are you pursuing an idea that can go 
somewhere?

Does it have potential to scale or be replicated 
in other places? 

Pathway to action, 
ambition to scale

Selection Criteria



What happens once the grant money is 
finished?

Can the work continue? How?

Sustaining the 
work

Selection Criteria



What are your team’s experience, capabilities 
and attributes?

Why are you well suited to work on this idea?

What areas of capability will you need support 
with?

Strong Team

Selection Criteria



Questions?




